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This portfolio includes three musical works. It is an attempt to blend traditional and 
non-traditional sounds (tonal, atonal, etc.) in a contemporary musical context. 
SYMPHONY I is a single movement work for orchestra. The first subject is made 
up of falling major 2nds that produce rather tonal sound, while the second is constructed on 
minor 2nds that enable chromatic and atonal activities. Musical phrases are driven to arrive at 
tonal destinations. The music ends with a consonant pentatonic section. 
MOMENTS (for piano) is more of an improvisatory nature. It begins with 
interactions between the two subjects, respectively consisting of calm flowing 3rds (bar 1) and 
agitated chromatic lines (bar 33). It gradually develops into a tonal "song" (bars 116-126) 
which is soon taken over by atonal moments. The tonal melody and atonal accompaniment 
struggle with each other, finally dominated by flowing 3rds that remind people of the 
beginning of the piece. 
THREE CHINESE POEMS for Mixed Choir is a choral suite employing text from 
poems of the Tang and Song Dynasties. They are selected because of their similar 
melancholy. Musically, the harmony is based on the combination of any two empty fifths. 
They may clash with each other, or may combine to form some traditional sounds (such as 
seventh chords), or even overlap with each other at the end of the finale. The interesting 
alternation of dissonant and consonant sounds forms the musical background of the piece, upon 
which melodies of a 'Chinese' style freely float and proceed. The music is thus characterized 
by an interesting blend of the two extremes. 
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Instrument List of SYMPHONY I 
Piccolo 
Flutes 1 & 2 
Oboes 1 & 2 
Cor Anglais 
Clarinets in Bb 1 & 2 
Bass Clarinet in Bb 
Bassoons 1 & 2 
Contrabassoon 
Horns in F I, 11, III & IV 
Trumpets in C 1&11 
Tenor Trombone I & IT 
Bass Trombone 
Tuba 
4 Pedaled Timpani (tuning: F-G-C-D) 
3 Percussionists 
1. Bass Drum 
Triangle 
2. Crash Cymbals 
Suspended Cymbal 
Tambourine 
3. Crash Cymbals 
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"Ugly Rogue -- Inscribed on the Wall on 
the Journey to Boshan" by Xin Qi-ji 
When I was young, not knowing the taste of 
grief, 
I loved to climb the storied tower, 
Loved to climb the storied tower, 
And in my new songs, I'd make it a point to 
speak of grief. 
But now I know all about the taste of grief, 
About to speak of it, I stop; . 
About to speak of it, I stop, 
And instead, "Days so cool - what a lovely 
autumn!" 
frans. Burton Watson 
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THREE CHINESE POEMS 
hv " c ou nu er--
shii b6 shan dao zllong bi xTn qiji 
shao nian biI zhi chou zl wei, 
ID shang ceng Iou 
ID shang ceng Iou, 
wei ID xm ci qiang shuo chou 
er jIn shijin chou zlwei, 
yi shuo hai xiu 
yi shuo hai xiu, 
que dao tian Hang hao ge qiii. 
~a.t~/f~' 
,~&i!fi. ~ ti)]{ 0 
5~~~~' 
.R~lliJti~o 
"The Night Came" by Li Shang-yin 
'Tis evening, and in restless vein 
At the old mount I slacken rein: 
The glorious day 
Fades fast away 
And naught but twilight glooms remain! 
~~'f1jrJL\ , 
¥~f=¥J~~~ ? 
trans. M.A. Giles 
"Son of a Roamer" by Meng Jiao 
The treads in a kind mother's hand-
A gown for her son bound for far-off land, 
Sewn stitch by stitch before he leaves 
F or fear his return be delayed. 
Such kindness as young grass receives 
From the warm sun can't be repaid. 
trans. XU Yuan-zhong 
deng le you yuan 
xiang wan yi bi! shi 
qii che deng gU ywin 
xi yang wU xian hao 
zhl shi jin huang hun 
11 shang YIn 
you ZI yin mengjiao 
Cl mu shou zhong xiim 
you Zl shen shang yT 
lin xing mi mi feng 
yi kong chi chi guT 
shuI yan Clm cao xTn 
bao de san chiln huT 
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